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EU Treaties and Legislation 2018-08-02 this concise updated collection of essential eu primary and secondary law effectively

guides students to the material they need during exams

Commentary on the EU 2019-05-02 this commentary provides an article by article summary of the teu the tfeu and the charter of

fundamental rights offering a quick reference to the provisions of the treaties and how they are interpreted and applied in practice

written by a team of contributors drawn from the legal service of the european commission and academia the commentary offers

expert guidance to practitioners and academics seeking fast access to the treaties and current practice the commentary follows a

set structure offering a short overview of the article the article text itself a key references list including essential case law and

legislation and a structured commentary on the article itself the editors and contributors combine experience in practice with a

strong academic background and have published widely on a variety of eu law subjects

Blackstone's EU Treaties and Legislation 2023 celebrating over 30 years as the market leading series blackstone s statutes have

an unrivalled tradition of trust and quality with arock solid reputation for accuracy reliability and authority they remain first choice

for students and lecturers providing a carefulselection of all the up to date legislation needed for exams and course use

Blackstone's EU Treaties and Legislation 2022-07-22 reading and interpreting primary legislation is an essential part of any law

degree get a head start and add depth to your understanding by using blackstone s statutes as a reference material throughout

your course celebrating over 30 years as the market leading series blackstone s statutes have an unrivalled tradition of trust and

quality our expert editors have carefully selected material to help you direct your study and gain an overview of the subject area

blackstone s eu treaties legislation is edited and designed to help you succeed in your legal studies blackstone s eu treaties

legislation is first choice most trusted and most popular easy to use find what you need instantly lecturer reviewed the best match

for your course most comprehensive everything you need for study and assessments unrivalled in reputation expertly edited

digital formats and resources this edition is available for students and institutions to purchase in a variety of formats and is

supported by online resources the e book offers a mobile experience and convenient access along with functionality tools

navigation features and links that offer extra learning support oxfordtextbooks co uk ebooks the online resources include video

guides to reading and interpreting statutes web links exam tips and an interactive sample act of parliament

Blackstone's EU Treaties and Legislation 2017-2018 2017 this volume gives coverage of eu law containing all the up to date

statutes relevant to undergraduate law degrees it gives unannotated primary and secondary legislation allowing students to take it

into examinations

Blackstone's EU Treaties and Legislation 2013-2014 2013-08 this volume gives coverage of eu law containing all the up to date

statutes relevant to undergraduate law degrees it gives unannotated primary and secondary legislation allowing students to take it

into examinations

The European Union and Member State Territories: A New Legal Framework Under the EU Treaties 2012-01-05 the book reviews

the eu treaties provisions governing relations between the eu and member state territories such as the netherlands antilles the uk

channel islands and the french overseas departments the book includes an overview of each of the relevant territories including

their present constitutional relations with their member state and their legal relations with the eu prior to the entry into force of the

lisbon treaty the over arching treaty provision for this relationship was article 299 of the ec treaty having traced the development

of article 299 from 1957 to the present lisbon framework the book identifies many inconsistencies and issues with this current

framework and proposes a new model framework one that is more concise and up to date and which is adaptable to possible
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future developments useful for eu law departments and research centres eu think tanks eu institutions libraries permanent

representatives to the eu and law firms specializing in eu law

Blackstone's EU Treaties and Legislation 2020-2021 2020-07-23 unsurpassed in authority reliability and accuracy the 2020

2021 edition has been fully revised and updated to incorporate all relevant legislation for eu law courses blackstone s eu treaties

and legislation is an abridged collection of legislation carefully reviewed and selected byprofessor nigel foster with unparalleled

coverage of eu law blackstone s eu treaties and legislation leads the market consistently recommended by lecturers and relied on

by students for exam and course use blackstone s eu treaties and legislation is trusted ideal for exam use practical find what you

need instantly reliable current comprehensive coverage relevant content reviewed to match your courseonline resourcesthe

accompanying online resources include video guides to reading and interpreting statutes web links exam tips and an interactive

sample act of parliament

Blackstone's EU Treaties & Legislation 2019-2020 2019-07-25 celebrating over 30 years as the market leading series blackstone

s statutes have an unrivalled tradition of trust and quality with a rock solid reputation for accuracy reliability and authority they

remain first choice for students and lecturers providing a careful selection of all the up to date legislation needed for exams and

course use

Blackstone's EU Treaties & Legislation 2015-2016 2015 market leading and first choice with students and lecturers blackstone s

statutes have an unrivalled tradition of trust and quality with a rock solid reputation for accuracy reliability and authority blackstone

s statutes provide a careful selection of all the up to date materials students need for exams and course use

Blackstone's EU Treaties and Legislation 2021-2022 2021-08-21 celebrating over 30 years as the market leading series

blackstone s statutes have an unrivalled tradition of trust and quality with a rock solid reputation for accuracy reliability and

authority they remain first choice for students and lecturers providing a careful selection of all the up to date legislation needed for

exams and course use

Blackstone's EU Treaties & Legislation 2014-2015 2014 blackstone s statutes have a 25 year tradition of trust and quality

unrivalled by other statute books and a rock solid reputation for accuracy reliability and authority content is extensively reviewed

to ensure a close map to courses blackstone s statutes lead the market consistently recommended by lecturers and relied on by

students for exam and course use blackstone s statutes are the original and best setting the standard by which other statute

books are measured each title is dt trusted ideal for exam use dt practical find what you need instantly dt reliable current

comprehensive coverage dt relevant content based on detailed market feedback visit oxfordtextbooks co uk orc statutes for

accompanying online resources created with the assistance of the statute law society including videos on how to interpret statutes

and how legislation is made the online resource centre for this book also provides updates web links additional legislation an

interactive map of europe containing key data for member states and an interactive timeline tracing key events in the eu s history

European Basic Treaties 2010 in this edition of the european basic treaties you will find the full texts of the treaty on european

union the treaty on the functioning of the european union and the eu charter of fundamental rights it also contains the provisions

of the treaty

EU treaties and legislation 2018 this fully updated text is a collection of the essential primary and secondary law of the european

union that quickly and effectively guides students to the material they need during exams and lectures part i contains the

european union s primary law in consolidated form part ii offers a selection of the essential pieces of european union legislation in
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five core areas of particular importance to undergraduate and graduate studies namely the eu institutions the internal market

competition law social policy and consumer protection lisbon numbering is used throughout and colour coded content will facilitate

easy navigation an annex contains all relevant uk statutes from the 1972 european communities act to the 2017 european union

withdrawal bill this update takes brexit into account with a new section providing an overview of the brexit relevant british statutes

Consolidated texts of the EU treaties as amended by the Treaty of Lisbon 2008-01-21 consolidated texts of the eu treaties as

amended by the treaty of lisbon

European Basic Treaties 2013 this second edition of european basic treaties contains the texts of the treaty on european union

the treaty on the functioning of the european union and the eu charter of fundamental rights including the latter s explanations this

edition incorporates all rectifications and treaty amendments up until 1 july 2013 including those that follow from the accession of

croatia to the eu on that date it also contains the provisions of the treaty of lisbon that exist alongside these three core texts

furthermore a selection of the protocols and of the most important declarations has been added the numbers of provisions of the

former ec treaty and eu treaty before they were renumbered by the lisbon treaty are also included thus older jurisprudence

legislation and literature remain accessible

The Treaty on European Union (TEU) 2013-11-26 the major commentary on the treaty on european union teu is a european

project that aims to contribute to the development of ever closer conceptual and dogmatic standpoints with regard to the creation

of a europeanised research on union law this publication in english contains detailed explanations article by article on all the

provisions of the teu as well as on several protocols and declarations including the protocols no 1 2 and 30 and declaration no 17

having steady regard to the application of union law in the national legal orders and its interpretation by the court of justice of the

eu the authors of the commentary are academics from ten european states and different legal fields some from a constitutional

law background others experts in the field of international law and eu law professionals this should lead to more unity in european

law notwithstanding all the legitimate diversity the different traditions of constitutional law are reflected and mentioned by name

thus striving for a common framework for european constitutional law

The ABC of European Union Law 2010 recoge 1 from paris to lisbon via rome maastricht amsterdam and nice 2 fundamental

values of the european union 3 the constitution of the european union 4 the legal order of the eu 5 the position of union law in

relation to the legal order as a whole

International Investment Agreements and EU Law 2016-09-25 the rapidly growing number of investors disputes with states and

the approach of arbitral tribunals perceived by some whether rightly or not as being too investor friendly underlie a contentious

debate about the need to strike a more effective balance between investors rights under international investment agreements iias

and the right of states to pursue legitimate regulation in the public interest in this regard the european union with the exclusive

external competence in foreign direct investment vested in it under the lisbon treaty is emerging as the leader and driving force in

the future development of international investment law this book examines the competence of the eu to conclude investment

treaties in the light of the investment protection rules of iias explores how far the eu regime for cross border investment and

investors rights under iias can be considered comparable and brings about an extensive analysis of existing agreements of

member states and their compatibility with eu law with detailed investigation of how the potentially conflicting obligations of

member states under the two regimes can be reconciled the book covers such elements of the debate as the following standards

of treatment under iias investment related provisions of eu law dispute settlement mechanisms and the conduct of investment
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disputes how recent controversies over bilateral investment treaties bits shape emerging eu international investment policy effect

of political and institutional interests transitional arrangements for bits between member states and third countries established by

regulation 1219 2012 cjeu decisions concerning bits concluded between eu member states and third countries significant arbitral

awards involving intra eu bits allocation of international responsibility for breaches of investors rights intra eu dimension of the

energy charter treaty ect possibilities for review of arbitral awards by courts of member states desirability of international

protection of foreign investment in developed countries and role of the convention on the settlement of investment disputes

between states and nationals of other states icsid convention the author provides a number of well grounded recommendations

taking into account throughout the legitimate interests and expectations of individual investors as an invaluable commentary on

developments related to the interplay between international investment law and eu law and a guide to ameliorating the tensions

and controversies surrounding this relationship this book will appeal to a wide variety of readers the questions dealt with are

faced not only by negotiators and others involved in policymaking in the area of foreign investment but also by specialists in

international investment law investment arbitration eu international relations law and anyone involved in cross border law as well

as others who encounter these questions in the course of their professional or academic activities

The Law of EU External Relations 2015-11-19 the two years since publication of the first edition of the law of eu external relations

cases materials and commentary on the eu as an international actor have been characterized by the large amount of case law on

the new provisions on external relations which have found their way into the lisbon treaty moreover there have been important

changes in eu secondary law on external relations as a consequence of these changes to the lisbon treaty in this second edition

new case law and legislative developments are critically discussed and analysed in this comprehensive collection of eu treaty law

combining chapters on the general basis of the union s external action and its relation to international law with chapters which

further explore the law and practice of the eu in the specialized fields of external action this book presents the law of eu external

relations in a concise and accessible manner for students practitioners and academics in the field topics include the common

commercial policy development cooperation cooperation with third countries humanitarian aid the enlargement and neighbourhood

policies the external environmental policy and the common foreign and security policy carefully selected primary documents are

accompanied with analytic commentary on the issues they raise and their significance for the overall structure of eu external

relations law the primary materials selected include many important legal documents that are hard to find elsewhere but give a

vital insight into the operation of eu external relations law in practice

Blackstone's EU Treaties and Legislation 2016-2017 2016-08-25 this volume gives coverage of eu law containing all the up to

date statutes relevant to undergraduate law degrees it gives unannotated primary and secondary legislation allowing students to

take it into examinations

The Politics of Ratification of EU Treaties 2013-09-02 since its inception the european union eu has revised its foundational

treaties several times resulting in national ratification processes involving different actors with varying success this book focuses

on the politics of ratification of eu treaties and reviews the processes of ratification of eu primary legislation existing research and

academic debate on eu constitutional politics have almost exclusively focussed on negotiation of new treaties and their

institutional setting however this book explains how the result of ratification was achieved and analyses the strategy that actors

pursue across europe ratification of the treaty of maastricht and the eu constitution failed totally whilst other ratification can be

considered partial failures such as the irish nice and lisbon referendums as the eu constitution has proved the ratification process
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may have deep effects unforeseen during the processes of negotiation in recent years ratification has produced some of the most

intense debates on national membership of the eu and the eu itself the politics of ratification of eu treaties will be of interest to

students and researchers of european studies european union studies european union law and european union politics

EU Law Directions 2012-06-28 this textbook is written in an informal and engaging manner with an emphasis on explaining the

key topics covered in eu courses with clarity end of chapter questions encourage students to test and reinforce their own learning

EU Law of the Overseas 2011-01-01 millions of british dutch french danish spanish and portuguese nationals permanently reside

in the overseas parts of their member states these people like the companies registered in such territories often find it virtually

impossible to determine what law applies when legal decisions are required although article 52 1 of the eu treaty clearly states

that eu law applies in the territory of all the member states most member state territories lying outside of europe provide

examples of legal arrangements deviating from this rule this book for the first time in english gathers these deviations into a

complex system of rules that the editor calls the eu law of the overseas member states territories lying far away from the

european continent either do not fall within the scope of eu law entirely or are subject to eu law with serious derogations a huge

gap thus exists between the application of eu law in europe and in the overseas parts of the member states which has not been

explored in the english language literature until now this collection of essays sets out to correct this by examining the principles of

union law applicable to such territories placing them in the general context of the development of european integration among the

key legal issues discussed are the following internal market outside of europe the protection of minority cultures eu citizenship in

the overseas countries and territories of the eu article 349 tfeu as a source of derogations the implications of part iv tfeu for the

overseas acquis participatory methods of reappraisal of the relationship between the eu and the overseas implications for the

formation of strategic alliances voting in european elections what matters may be referred by courts and tribunals in overseas

countries and territories application of the acquis to the parts of the member states not controlled by the government or excluded

from ratione loci of eu law interplay of the treaty provisions and secondary legislation in the overseas customs union wholly

internal situations free movement of capital and direct investments in companies the euro area outside of europe duty of loyal

cooperation in the domain of eu external action territorial application of eu criminal law and territorial application of human rights

treaties twenty two leading experts bring their well informed perspectives to this under researched but important subject in which

although rules abound and every opportunity to introduce clarity into the picture seems to be present the situation is far from clear

the book will be welcomed by serious scholars of european union law and by public international lawyers as well as by policy

makers and legal practitioners

EU Law Directions 2014 this textbook is written in an informal and engaging manner with an emphasis on explaining the key

topics covered in eu courses with clarity end of chapter questions encourage students to test and reinforce their own learning

EU Constitutional Law 2022-01-16 this title is a comprehensive textbook of eu constitutional law setting out the structure values

procedures and policies of the european union it is a first point of reference for issues of eu constitutional law the book

encompasses six major parts the first part addresses the formation history of the european union the treaties the accessions and

the withdrawal of the united kingdom the second part covers the competences of the european union it contains an extensive

analysis of the key constitutional principles governing the exercise of competences by the union and the balance of power

between the union and its member states followed by an in depth anaylsis of eu citizenship and the four freedoms followed by an

overview of the main internal and external policy domains the third part addresses the role and workings of the various institutions
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european council council european parliament commission european court of justice and european central bank the position of

the member states of the union and various other institutional matters part four explores the various decision making processes

addressing not only the legislative and executive decision making but also the budget cfsp and external action the fifth part looks

at the legal instruments and the position of eu law in the eu and national legal orders with an attention to the key principles of

primary and direct effect and the role of fundamental rights and the charter of fundamental rights the final part sets out the

complete and coherent system of judicial protection in the european union offering an overview of the various courses of action

before the eu courts and in the national legal orders to enforce eu law or to obtain judicial protection

EU External Relations Post-Lisbon 2020-07-13 the volume brings together academics and practitioners from across the eu to

address the question of facultative mixity in the eu s external relations i e the situation whereby both the eu and its member

states enter into an international agreement with a third country even if legally the eu could act on its own

Infringement Proceedings in EU Law 2016-04-24 infringement proceedings constitute a signi ficant proportion of proceedings

before the court of justice of the european union and play a key role in the development of eu law their immediate purpose is to

obtain a declaration that a member state has by its conduct failed to ful l an obligation under the eu treaties the aim is to bring

that conduct and its effects to an end and ultimately to eliminate infringements across the union this book the first comprehensive

and detailed full length work in english on infringement proceedings under articles 258 260 tfeu provides not only an in depth

discussion on the role and function of infringement proceedings within the eu legal order but also a critical assessment of the

procedures as they currently stand complete with proposals for future changes recognizing that member states compliance with

eu law is an integral part of the task of ensuring the rule of law throughout the union the author thoroughly explains the

functioning of infringement proceedings their requirements and related policies including issues such as the commission s

discretion to bring a case before the court the author of the infringement including national courts or private entities member

states procedural and substantive defences the different procedures under articles 258 259 and 260 2 and 3 tfeu rights of private

parties interim measures financial sanctions member states liability and the roles played by the european parliament and the

ombudsman particular attention is devoted to rules that have not yet been fully interpreted or where the current interpretation or

application of the rules seems problematic the book tackles in particular whether infringement proceedings as they stand

constitute an appropriate means of ensuring observance by member states authorities of the eu acquis and if not what reforms

should be implemented in order to achieve this in the future such a detailed and in depth examination of this fundamental

procedure of eu law will be of great and long lasting interest to eu and member state administrators legal practitioners and

academics luca prete is currently a référendaire legal secretary for advocate general wahl at the court of justice of the european

union on secondment from the legal service of the european commission he is also a member of the centre for european law of

the free university of brussels vub he has published several articles in the fi eld of eu law and is a regular speaker at eu law

seminars and conferences

EU Treaties and the Judicial Politics of National Courts 2015-08-11 cases such as the maastricht ruling by the german federal

constitutional court or the crotty decision by the irish supreme court have gone down in the history of european integration as

outstanding examples of intervention by judicial actors in important political processes in this book dr castillo ortiz makes for the

first time a comprehensive analysis of all such rulings by national higher courts on european union treaties issued during their

processes of ratification using an interdisciplinary law and politics approach and a sophisticated methodological strategy the book
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describes the political dynamics underlying some of the most relevant judicial episodes in the process of european integration

during the last decades litigation strategies by europhile and eurosceptic actors relations between the judiciary and the other

branches of government and clashes of power between national courts and the european court of justice of the european union

by offering empirical evidence and by relying on scientific rigor the book seeks to provide both experts and the general public an

accessible account of one of the most salient but least studied aspects of current european law and politics

The Treaty of Lisbon 2008-03-13 this report from the european union committee hlp 62 i isbn 9780104012420 is an impact

assessment of the treaty of lisbon and seeks to inform the house of the most important aspects of the treaty by comparing

provisions with the status quo and assessing their impact on the institutions of the eu members states and on the uk divided into

12 chapters with 7 appendices the report covers the following areas including foundations of the european union where the

committee analyses the effects of the changes to the structure of eu treaties and the amendments made to the union s values

and objectives the simplified treaty revision and how this can alter significantly the provisions on the face of all european treaties

the impact of the treaty on european institutions and what changes this will make to the european council including a full time

european council president the lisbon treaty gives the charter of fundamental rights a legally binding status and whether the

charter s rights will create new rights in the uk and if the uk s existing labour and social legislation will be effected the area of

freedom security and justice how far does the treaty change fundamental principles of foreign defence and development policies

the impact of the treaty on social affairs as well as finance and the internal markets the impact on environment agriculture and

fisheries also the new functions the treaty gives national parliaments and the democratic challenge that poses a summary of

conclusions the report does not seek to compare the lisbon treaty with the now abandoned constitutional treaty or the process by

which the lisbon treaty was produced also the report does not address the question whether there should be a uk referendum on

this treaty for the committee ratification of the treaty is now a matter for parliament

COMMENTARY ON THE EU TREATIES AND THE CHARTER OF FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS 2019 this is a new edition of our popular

and well established handbook of ec legislation the book provides a one stop shop for those community laws that students need

to study in detail this edition has been completely updated and the key feature will be the companion web site created to work

alongside the text the site will provide easy access to the complete treaty of nice presented in individual themed sections to allow

students and lecturers to download relevant information as required introductions and summaries will explain the relevance of the

clauses and crossreference to the materials in the text highlighting those current statutes that will be outmoded once the treaty is

enforced this will ensure that the book will remain relevant even if there is a sudden legislative change to the current legal system

materials will be free to download and the web site will also feature useful web links to the europa site to encourage further

research

Rudden and Wyatt's EU Treaties and Legislation 2002 the treaty of european union and the treaty on the functioning of the

european union fundamental texts of international law both gathered in an exclusive edition

Treaties of the European Union 2017-01-11 this book contains a collection of articles on different aspects of eu law written by one

of europe s most distinguished jurists during the past twenty years some of which appear here for the first time in english the

book includes a preface by judge koen lenaerts vice president of the european court of justice the book is divided into five parts

covering eu constitutional law the eu s judicial architecture access to justice european competition law and various other aspects

of substantive eu law in the field of eu constitutional law the central text discusses the existence of implied material limits to the
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revision of the treaties the author argues that the powers of the member states to amend the treaties is limited by the existence of

a hard core of principles of eu treaty law which cannot be revised without changing the constitutional identity of the union leading

to the conclusion that member states can no longer be considered as the absolute masters of the treaties four articles relating to

the eu s judicial system constitute the cornerstone of the collection drawing on his own experiences the author examines the

problems and challenges facing the setting up of a new eu court and explores different lines of reform of the eu judicial system

EU Law and Integration 2014-09-04 this book provides a comprehensive and updated legal analysis of the equality principle in eu

law to this end it argues for a broad definition of the principle which includes not only its inter individual dimension but also the

equality of the member states before the eu treaties the book presents a collection of high quality academic and expert

contributions which in light of the most recent developments in implementing the post lisbon legal framework reflect the current

interpretation of the equality principle examining its performance in practice with a view to suggesting possible solutions in order

to overcome recurring problems to this end the volume is divided into three parts the first of which addresses a peculiar aspect of

the eu equality that is mostly overlooked in the investigations devoted to this topic namely equality among states part ii shifts to

the inter individual dimension of equality and explores some major developments contributing to re shaping the global framework

of eu anti discrimination law while part iii undertakes a more practical investigation devoted to the substantive strands of that area

of eu law

The Principle of Equality in EU Law 2017-11-23 the book contains a collection of high quality academic and expert contributions

dealing with the central question of whether the lisbon treaty needs further revision due to the difficulties european union actors

have encountered in implementing the lisbon treaty s reform and the inadequacies of the current legal framework brought to light

by post lisbon practice the volume focuses on possible innovations and functional approaches to improve the union s response to

the challenges confronting it in doing so the volume first takes a horizontal approach to the treaty revision and considers some

constitutional features showing the interaction between the eu and its member states namely the parameters of constitutional

developments the allocation of competences the principles of solidarity and loyal cooperation then the focus shifts to the question

of fundamental rights within the eu s constitutional framework one of the most relevant innovations of the lisbon treaty being the

incorporation of the charter of fundamental rights into the union s primary law the last part of the volume is devoted to another

domain significantly reshaped by the lisbon reform namely the union s external dimension ecj advocate general paolo mengozzi s

conclusions highlight the common themes emerging from the various contributions stressing the need for a more general

supranational approach to the political crisis the union is going through the content of this book will be of great value to

academics students judges practitioners and all others interested in the legal discourse on the progressive development of the

european union legal order

The EU after Lisbon 2014-06-25 since the amsterdam treaty of 1997 empowered the ec to adopt rules in the field of conflicts of

laws legal instruments have been adopted that provide common rules on issues that touch upon the day to day life of european

citizens there are now instruments covering jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial

matters family matters and maintenance obligations and the law applicable to contractual and non contractual obligations legal

separations and divorces there is also legislation establishing swift procedures for recovering claims abroad ie the european

enforcement order the european order for payment procedure and the european small claims procedure and legislation regulating

cross border insolvency proceedings and judicial assistance in the field of service of documents taking of evidence and access to
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justice this long list of eu legislation is not exhaustive of eu conflicts of laws rules numerous further provisions are scattered

among other eu legislation eg directives on consumer labour and insurance contracts company law ip rights securities privacy and

so on besides this the european court of justice has issued many judgments addressing relevant aspects of the conflict of laws

found in the acquis communautaire in this field this book which assembles all the relevant eu legislation and ecj decisions in one

place provides a guide to the maze of legal instruments now in place supplemented by brief commentaries identifying the leading

principles and anticipating future developments this title is included in bloomsbury professional s international arbitration online

service

Cases and Materials on EU Private International Law 2011-04-13 this book is designed to be a quick guide to european union law

and explains how it may be used for practical effect it is written in a clear style for practitioners who are in a hurry to master the

subject and contains precedents of the kinds of documents they may have to prepare it explains the basic law the basic concepts

the procedure and the jargon in a way that lawyers new to the subject will find easy to understand it will give them the answers

they need fast throughout there is extensive reference to case law the new edition has been revised to take into account the 1997

amsterdam treaty which consolidated and renumbered the articles of the union treaty and incorporated the social charter it also

covers recent case law and changes to competition law

European Basic Treaties 2010

A Brief and Practical Guide to EU Law 2001-04-09
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